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The origins of disordered eating and childhood food neophobia: Applying an anxiety perspective
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15.1 Introduction

Anxiety is a complex state of psychological distress that manifests as a result of cognitive, affective, physiological, and behavioral responses to threatening thoughts, situations, or objects (Barlow, 2004). Those diagnosed with anxiety disorders are subject to excessively intense, frequent, and enduring concern, worry, and/or fear that something terrible might happen. This can be “free-floating”, such as in the case of generalized anxiety disorder, or initiated in response to a specific stressor, such as in the case of phobia. A commonly accepted premise is that such marked threat responses have developed as a consequence of our evolution, given that fear, and its associated physiological trademarks (e.g., raised blood pressure, heart rate, and noradrenalin release), is adaptive in situations where rapid responding is necessary (e.g., Lang et al., 2000). For example, the rapid processing of a predator—be it a wolf, snake, bear, or nonaffiliated human—and consequent selection of an appropriate response (be it fight, flight, or freeze) facilitates survival and gene pool continuation. Thus, rapid cognitive processing and behavioral responding to particular visual situations and/or objects can be adaptive, as they aid coordination of responses to immediate well-being threats. However, for those diagnosed with anxiety disorders, such responses are observed even in the absence of threat. That is, a plethora of research now demonstrates that anxious individuals display hypersensitivity in recognizing, processing, and responding to specific visual cues, be they representative of threat or otherwise (see Barry et al., 2015, for a review).

Importantly, while a number of ubiquitous factors can give rise to fear and anxiety disorders, a common tenant is that processes of visual attention influence potential vulnerability to, and the maintenance of, such disorders. Here parallels can be drawn with food neophobia, as a common tenet of childhood food neophobia is that it too is a predominant of the visual domain (e.g., Brown and Harris, 2012; Cashdan, 1998; Dovey et al., 2008). Thus for a comprehensive understanding of food neophobia (and disordered eating more generally), the application of knowledge from the study of anxiety disorders may prove extremely useful. This includes the disentanglement of various components of visual attention and how processes associated with these components differ in individuals as a function of anxiety. Considering this, in this chapter, we first provide an overview of processes/
components of visual attention in light of what has been garnered in respect to anxiety, followed by an exploration of how such theory is relevant within the context of adult and child (disordered) eating. Finally, we will briefly review whether emerging treatments for anxiety disorders, which focus on the retraining of visual attention, might also be applicable in the treatment of disordered eating and childhood food neophobia.

15.2 Main components of visual attentional bias

The idea that visual processing may be comprised of distinct stages was first suggested by Posner and Peterson (1990) who identified two separable, but interrelated, networks within the brain concerned with orienting, detecting, and alerting. Since this early research, and not dissimilar to Posner and Peterson, a growing body of literature has revealed that visual attentional biases involve processes of “shift, engage, and disengage”. That is, to attend to something, we first need to “shift” our visual attention to that object/location (be this covertly or via overt eye movement) in order to then be able to process or “engage” with the located stimuli, after which we need to be able to orient our attention elsewhere, or rather “disengage”, from the current visual stimuli. However, in the case of those with anxiety vulnerability, individuals often show differences in how quickly or easily these processes of engagement and disengagement are manifest as well as, on occasion, “avoidance” of certain stimuli, as overviewed below.

15.2.1 Anxiety and facilitated engagement

It is now well accepted that the capacity of visual attention is limited. In other words, we cannot pay attention to everything in our visual environment simultaneously. Typically attention operates as a “zoom lens”, with limited visual information processed at any one time. The question is, however, what processes dictate what is and what is not more readily captured for further visual processing?

The most common answer to this question is threat. Several models of attentional processing propose that preattentive (Öhman, 1996; Mogg and Bradley, 1998; Bar-Haim et al. 2007) and/or automatic (Ledoux, 1998; Beck and Clark, 1997, Williams et al., 1998) brain processes have evolved to enable rapid and facilitated engagement of stimuli that may pose a threat to our survival. Thus, phylogenetic threats are subject to facilitated engagement, with much behavioral research demonstrating quicker orientation and detection (i.e., facilitated engagement) of such threats as compared to non-threatening stimuli (see Yiend, 2010, for review). This is supported by neuroimaging studies, demonstrating rapid activation of brain regions associated with processes of facilitated orientation/engagement when threat stimuli are viewed (e.g., Luo et al., 2007; Maratos et al. 2009; 2012).

In the case of those with vulnerability to anxiety, however, a number of prominent models highlight that such threat detection processes are activated too rapidly
or too easily in those with higher trait anxiety (e.g., Beck and Clark, 1997; Mogg and Bradely, 1998). To expand, for those with vulnerability towards anxiety, stimuli that are ambiguous or mildly threatening also receive facilitated engagement. This can be thought of in terms of “thresholds”. High anxious individuals have a lowered threshold in terms of what stimuli in the environment will capture their attention (see Fig. 15.1, Box A). In accord with this, several studies have now demonstrated that high anxious individuals, as compared to low anxious individuals, respond more quickly to information appearing in the location of mildly threatening stimuli (e.g., Koster et al., 2005; Richards et al., 2014). Moreover, Kelly et al. (2016) have demonstrated that high anxious children display facilitated engagement of ambiguous (i.e., neutral) faces as compared to low anxious children. Additionally,

Figure 15.1 (A) The threshold for threat detection is lower for anxious individuals as compared to non-anxious controls, thus anxious individuals typically demonstrate more rapid orienting toward threatening stimuli (top lines) as well as facilitated engagement of mildly threatening or ambiguous stimuli (bottom line). (B) For anxious individuals, elaborate effortful processing and/or inhibition of motor responses can lead to the observation of delayed disengagement, as compared to healthy controls, when viewing high threat stimuli. (C) Anxious individuals, as compared to controls, often also show a pattern of vigilance-avoidance of relevant salient/threatening stimuli, i.e., rapid facilitated engagement of salient stimuli followed by rapid attentional shifts away (i.e., avoidance) from such stimuli.
neuroimaging studies reveal heightened brain activity in regions associated with processes of facilitated orientation/engagement when anxious individuals view feared or mildly threatening stimuli, as compared with non-anxious individuals (e.g., Straube et al., 2009; Heitmann et al., 2017).

To briefly sum, whereas it is widely accepted that evolution of the human brain has enabled all individuals to rapidly orient to salient stimuli (and especially that which is threatening) in order to enable efficient processing of potentially survival-related stimuli, it is recognized that for anxious individuals, such brain processes are activated too easily. That is, the threshold for such threat detection is lowered and hence anxious individuals demonstrate more rapid orienting towards, and consequently facilitated processing of, threatening as well as mildly threatening or ambiguous stimuli, as compared to non-anxious individuals.

15.2.2 Anxiety and delayed disengagement

A second aspect of visual attention is the ability to rapidly switch attention from one location (in space or time) to another. To expand, to enable efficient processing of an environment, an individual also needs to be able to reallocate attention away from a stimulus that has captured attention. This process is known as disengagement, with “dwell” time a measure of how long it takes an individual to orientate attention away from a stimulus that has captured attention (i.e., reorientate/shift attention).

In relation to disengagement and dwell time, much research demonstrates that for all individuals, threatening stimuli are associated with increased attentional processing. This often leads to increased dwell time and hence slowed disengagement (see Fox et al., 2002; Most et al., 2005; but cf. Maratos, 2011). Thus, emotional stimuli, especially threat-related stimuli, are associated with increased processing (i.e., delayed disengagement), as well as prioritized attentional capture (i.e., facilitated engagement). However, in the case of those with vulnerability to anxiety, it is argued that once a stimulus has captured attention, elaborate, effortful processing can lead to prolonged engagement (see Fig. 15.1, Box B) and/or “threat slowing”. Threat slowing is the inhibition of motor responses as a consequence of freezing and/or motoric processing costs associated with cognitive prioritization of the threat stimuli (Mogg et al., 2008). In accordance with the former, research has consistently demonstrated that anxious individuals show increased dwell time, or a deficit in disengaging attention away from, threatening stimuli as compared to non-anxious individuals. For example, as compared to controls, anxious individuals are slower to find a neutral stimulus when threatening stimuli are presented (e.g., Gerdes et al., 2008), take longer to reorientate attention away from the location of a (previously shown) threatening face (e.g., Cisler and Olatnuji, 2010), and demonstrate persistent engagement with a threatening stimulus at the expense of processing further potentially relevant task information (e.g., Buckner et al., 2010).

Thus, whereas all individuals typically show greater or more in-depth processing of threat stimuli as compared to non-threat stimuli, in anxious individuals these processes cause processing deficits and/or motor inhibition. This consequently leads to observations of greater increases in dwell time/processes of disengagement.
15.2.3 Anxiety and attentional avoidance

A third process of visual attention often associated with anxiety is attentional avoidance. Here, individuals avoid elaborate processing of the threat-related or feared stimuli, which enables them to avoid direct overt visual processing of such stimuli. Thus, anxious individuals strategically/covertly avoid allocating attention to particular stimuli they perceive as potentially negative or threatening (see Fig. 15.1, Box C).

Of importance, avoidance of threat-related stimuli has been suggested to be a key factor in the maintenance of anxiety disorders, as the reduced processing of the feared stimuli leads to limited habituation towards the said stimuli (e.g., Mogg et al., 2004). For example, in social anxiety, avoidance of social cues (e.g., faces) will lead to limited processing of the actual expression and potentially incorrect interpretation of the emotion conveyed, exacerbating the anxiety. However, support for attentional avoidance (also encompassed within the “vigilance-avoidance” hypothesis; see for example, Derakshan, et al., 2007) is mixed. That is, whereas a number of studies demonstrate anxious individuals avoid processing, or overt eye movements towards threat-related stimuli at long stimulus presentations following brief initial early orienting (e.g., Armstrong and Olatunji, 2012), this research is not equivocal. For example, Amir et al. (2003) have demonstrated prolonged interaction with threat-related stimuli rather than a vigilant-avoidant attentional processing style (but see Evans et al., 2016, for a recent explanation of such equivocal findings).

In summary, and taken as a whole, the above literature evidences that when it comes to anxiety, anxious individuals demonstrate differences in processes of engagement, disengagement, and avoidance as compared to non-anxious individuals. This is especially apparent when the target of attentional processing is threat-related or related to the individual’s personal fear or phobia. While we have not considered in detail the various methods used to reach these conclusions (typically reaction time, correct detection, and/or eye-tracking paradigms), nor the mediating factors that can potentially influence findings (e.g., task demands and attentional control), it is evident that anxious individuals often show (1) facilitated, or heightened, processing of certain stimuli; (2) problems disengaging attention from such stimuli; and/or (3) avoidance of such stimuli when presented for prolonged periods. Of relevance, and as will become clear in the next two sections, emerging research with those displaying disordered eating, or a tendency towards disordered eating, demonstrates parallels between such processes of visual attention in both populations, that is, those with vulnerability to anxiety and those with vulnerability to eating disorders/neophobia.

15.3 Anxiety theory applied to disordered eating in adults

As evidenced above, there is a wealth of research to support the notion that high levels of anxiety are associated with attentional biases towards and away from social/emotional information (for reviews, see Cisler and Koster, 2010; Becker and
Rinck, 2004; Matthews and Mackintosh, 1998; Mogg and Bradley, 1998; or Williams et al., 1998). Of importance, there is also substantial evidence to suggest that visual attentional biases in the processing of threatening information are implicated in the development of adult disordered eating (e.g., Campayo and Sanchez, 2005; McManus et al., 1996). Disordered eating is a term used to refer to those individuals who exhibit pathological eating patterns and behaviors, primarily those with anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa. However, this definition is also thought to encompass the entire spectrum of eating-related psychopathology, from the less severe risk factors/indicators in the general population (e.g., body dissatisfaction, a drive for thinness, bulimic tendencies) to those of clinical significance (e.g., anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, binge-eating disorder) (e.g., Ridout et al., 2010; Ridout et al., 2012; Sharpe et al., 2016). While anxiety and disordered eating represent different expressions of psychopathology, they do share similar characteristics and may frequently co-occur. Notable traits of both disorders include low self-esteem, fear of rejection, and elevated levels of depression (Bydlowski et al., 2005; Gilboa-Schechtman et al., 2006). Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest that individuals with anxiety and disordered eating display similar preferences for visual information (threatening or otherwise) (e.g., Barry et al., 2015; McManus et al., 1996). Therefore, it is also feasible that the same visual biases associated with the onset and maintenance of anxiety may contribute to the development and maintenance of pathological eating attitudes and behaviors.

As discussed in Section 15.2.1, individuals with anxiety frequently demonstrate facilitated engagement of disorder-relevant information (see also Becker and Rinck, 2004). Comparably, similar patterns of attentional orienting and facilitated engagement have been displayed within the context of eating disorders. This has been demonstrated using a variety of tasks designed to measure selective attention (such as the Stroop task and visual probe paradigm). These tasks often present both threatening and neutral stimuli simultaneously, and the individual is required to select one and ignore the other. More often than not, individuals with eating disorders will favor the threat-related stimuli over neutral information (e.g., Cardi et al., 2012; Kanakam et al., 2013; McManus et al., 1996). For example, McManus et al. (1996) utilized the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) to investigate facilitated engagement towards words depicting threat in individuals with eating disorders. Importantly, findings revealed an overall facilitated engagement/orientation towards threat in eating disorder patients relative to the healthy comparison group. Of note, work employing variations of the Stroop task have substantiated these findings. Specifically, Harrison et al. (2010) used an adapted pictorial Stroop task to assess bias toward emotional facial stimuli. In line with previous research, eating disorder patients displayed longer color naming latencies in comparison to controls when presented with colored social stimuli (faces). Evidence of facilitated engagement was particularly apparent when viewing angry faces relative to neutral, supporting the notion of enhanced engagement towards information that is perceived as particularly threatening or aversive. Crucially, visual preferences for threat-related information have significant implications for the individuals concerned. To expand, selective attention towards angry emotional expressions...
could lead to misunderstandings during social interactions, possibly affecting interpersonal functioning or undermining the formation of social bonds (see Fairburn and Harrison, 2003; Jackson et al., 2005; McClinton and Evans, 2001). This could then lead to isolation, loneliness, and the subsequent withdrawal from social settings. Of relevance, research has frequently associated disordered eating with social maladjustment, reduced emotional support from friends/family members, and a much higher frequency of negative interactions with others (Grissett and Norvell, 1992; Jackson et al., 2005). Therefore, visual attentional biases towards negative social or emotional information may exacerbate eating disorder symptoms and subsequently prevent recovery from the disorder.

In addition to enhanced orientation/engagement, anxious individuals take significantly longer to disengage from threat in comparison to neutral stimuli (see Section 15.2.2). This same pattern of responding is evident in those with high levels of disordered eating. For example, research conducted by Wilson and Wallis (2013), using a modified Stroop task, revealed that those with high levels of self-reported dietary restraint were particularly slow to disengage from words depicting interpersonal threat as compared to neutral words. Thus across both disorders of anxiety and eating, the presence of anxiety-provoking or fear-related stimuli may interfere with the ability to rapidly disengage from threat. Again, this pattern of attentional allocation may have important consequences for understanding disordered eating. Specifically, the tendency to dwell on threat-related information acts to maintain cognitive resources on the stressor, which subsequently increases anxiety levels and encourages disordered eating (such as binge eating or dietary restraint) in an effort to gain relief (Fox et al., 2001).

Avoidance, the final component of visual attention and of key potential importance in maintaining anxiety biases, is also evident in individuals who report high levels of eating-related psychopathology. Findings from studies examining attentional processing in those with clinical eating disorders reveal a clear avoidance response when presented with stimuli associated with threat (Cardi et al., 2015; Davies et al., 2010; Quinton, 2004; Mountford et al., 2004). For example, Quinton (2004) investigated the avoidance of emotional information in both eating disorder patients and healthy controls using an information-processing task in which neutral or socially relevant threat words were presented among a series of distractors. Findings revealed that threat words were identified more slowly than neutral ones, demonstrating cognitive avoidance of threatening information in individuals who exhibit symptoms of disordered eating. Furthermore, Davies et al. (2010) presented a series of film clips to eating disorder patients and controls in order to assess attentional avoidance. Film clips were chosen to increase the ecological validity of the study, as they provide a more realistic account of emotional experience within a social setting. Findings demonstrated that in comparison to controls, eating disorder patients were more likely to look away when shown negative film clips. Again, this provides support for the link between eating-related psychopathology and emotional avoidance.

Interestingly, the avoidance of threat-related information is also evident within non-clinical populations. “Non-clinical” refers to those individuals who display dysfunctional attitudes and behaviors relating to eating but do not meet the criteria for
a diagnosis of a clinical eating disorder according to the DSM-5 (2013). Here, recent findings utilizing eye-tracking technology have revealed a significant association between self-reported eating-related psychopathology and the avoidance of angry facial expressions (Sharpe et al., 2016). In this research, females viewed a series of face pairs (happy or angry paired with neutral), while their allocation of attention was continuously monitored using eye-tracking methodology. Those with high levels of disordered eating demonstrated biased attention away from emotional faces during later, strategic processing (interpreted as avoidance) in comparison to those with lower levels. These findings are consistent with earlier work demonstrating an avoidance of positive and negative words in participants with non-clinical levels of disordered eating (Seddon and Waller, 2000). Clearly, these findings support an association between emotional avoidance and disordered eating. Additionally, these findings are not dissimilar from those observed in individuals with social anxiety; here too avoidance of facial emotion is observed (e.g., Mansell et al., 1999; Armstrong and Olatunji, 2012). Thus, it is possible that heightened anxiety in social settings, coupled with a tendency to avoid facial displays of emotion, may represent a possible risk factor for eating disorders or, at the very least, predict vulnerability by disrupting normal social functioning. This, as suggested above, could potentially lead to social maladjustment issues exacerbating eating disorder symptoms and/or impeding recovery from the specific disorder.

From the above brief review of current eating disorder literature, it is evident that those with disordered eating, as compared to healthy controls, display different emotion processing biases, particularly for threat. Here, parallels are clearly evident between the anxiety literature and the disordered eating literature and hence, undoubtedly, visual attentional biases could play a key role in adult disordered eating. Crucially, however, attentional processing biases in those with disordered eating are further observed for different classes of stimuli, not just those representative of social threats. That is, differential attentional processing biases in those with disordered patterns of eating are also related to images of food, body shape, and body size (e.g., Aspen et al., 2013; Jansen et al., 2005; Werthmann et al., 2015).

A study carried out by Jansen et al. (2005), for example, demonstrated increased prioritization of “ugly” body parts in eating disorder patients. Relative to controls, individuals with eating disorders directed attention towards their self-identified “ugly” body part as compared to a self-identified “beautiful” body part. Additionally, in relation to food-specific stimuli, in research conducted by Smeets et al. (2008), facilitated engagement towards high-energy food words in eating disorder patients was observed relative to healthy individuals. Furthermore, recent research comparing obese individuals with and without binge eating behaviors has revealed significant differences in the way their attention towards food is allocated (Deluchi et al., 2017). Specifically, obese individuals who binge-eat displayed a greater attentional bias towards unhealthy food images compared to those who do not engage in episodes of binge eating. Difficulty disengaging from food-related stimuli was also evident in those categorized as binge eaters. Importantly, these initial findings might suggest that a difficulty disengaging from unhealthy food items represents a particular “trait” of binge eating behavior in severely obese
individuals. Thus these studies demonstrate a heightened allocation of attention to either disliked body parts or (high-energy prohibited) food stimuli in individuals with disordered eating attitudes and behaviors. Again here, parallels can be drawn between findings from the anxiety literature and the disordered eating literature. However, specific to disordered eating, it is possible that selective attention towards unhealthy food or disliked body parts is related to these stimuli being appraised as salient and/or threatening and thus prioritized. In this way, dysfunctional cognitions and beliefs associated with the eating disorder maintain attention on food and body-related information that may, in turn, reinforce eating disordered behavior.

In sum, the above literature demonstrates a number of similarities between visual attentional processes identified in both vulnerability to anxiety and vulnerability to eating disorders. Of note, concerning disordered eating, findings from studies such as those cited above highlight differences between healthy controls and those with eating psychopathology when viewing social, emotional, and potential disorder-related stimuli in processes of engagement, disengagement, and vigilance/avoidance. This selective attention towards what can be considered fearful, threat-related, or aversive information emphasizes the importance of threat prioritization in both individuals with a vulnerability to anxiety and those displaying unhealthy attitudes and behaviors relating to eating in both clinical and non-clinical domains. As with anxiety disorders, the development of such differing attentional biases (as compared to non-disordered controls) may act as a precursor to, and a maintaining factor in, the disordered behavior and subsequently inhibit processes of recovery from the disordered eating pattern.

15.4 A model of childhood eating from an anxiety perspective

It is clear from a consideration of the literature thus far presented that visual attentional biases are one of the factors associated with the maintenance, if not the etiology, of both disordered eating and anxiety psychopathologies. To date, however, much of the research examining the role of visual attentional biases in disordered eating has been conducted with adult populations, with less known with respect to the role visual attentional biases play in disordered eating in childhood. If visual attentional biases are observed in patterns of disordered eating in childhood, then it is likely that such biases may contribute to the onset, as well as the maintenance, of disordered eating per se.

Of relevance here, two factors associated with restricted dietary intake and restricted dietary variety in childhood are “picky/fussy eating” and “food neophobia”. Whereas controversy exists as to the exact distinction and/or overlap of these two components of food rejection, according to Dovey and colleagues (2008) picky/fussy eating is the rejection of a large proportion of familiar (as well as novel) foods. Food neophobia, in comparison, is recognized as an inherent
evolutionary adaptive personality trait where foods that are novel or unknown to the child are rejected on sight. Consistent with this definition, and the idea that food neophobia may reflect an enduring disposition, is research demonstrating that food neophobia is associated with trait anxiety in both adults and children (Pliner and Hobden, 1992; Galloway et al., 2003; but see also Farrow and Coulthard, 2012). Moreover, food neophobia has been shown to be less susceptible to environmental influence. That is, in recent research conducted by Smith et al. (2017), while both picky/fussy eating and food neophobia showed considerable heritability at 16 months, the influence of environmental factors on the expression of related disordered eating behaviors was found to be greater for picky/fussy eating than food neophobia. In other words, the home and familial environment played a more important role in shaping fussy eating in early life (in the 1,500+ twin cohort) than they did in food neophobia. This disparate influence of the role of the environment in food neophobia as compared with picky/fussy eating accords well with the idea that food neophobia is largely a predominant of the visual domain.

Indeed, it has been suggested that food neophobia developed as a survival mechanism to enable children to avoid ingestion of potentially hazardous/noxious substances. Here it is reasoned that a young child will naturally reject potential food sources that they have had no prior experience with to avoid the risk of poisoning (e.g., Cashdan, 1998; Cooke et al., 2003). Thus, in food neophobia, rejection does not occur following tasting but is a consequence of visual processing—that is, food is rejected, or accepted, entirely based upon “what it looks like” (see Wadhera and Capaldi-Phillips, 2014 for a recent review). Consistent with this, a number of studies have now demonstrated that familiarity with food types influences their subsequent acceptance or rejection in childhood (e.g., Mustonen et al. 2012; Heath et al., 2014; Coulthard et al., 2016). For example, Mustonen et al. (2012) observed that in 8- to 11- year-old children, food neophobia predicts the number of foods tried, with low neophobic children familiar with a larger number of foods than high neophobic children. Additionally, Coulthard et al. (2016) observed that 7- to 11- year-old children rated a familiar vegetable as more positive than a novel vegetable across a number of sensory domains. Importantly, they further observed a clear dimensional shift in the sensory domains used to rate the novel vegetable. That is, while the older children were more likely to rate the novel vegetable as “smelling strange” (an olfactory domain response), the younger children were more likely to rate the novel vegetable as “looking strange” (a visual domain response), thus again highlighting the role of visual processing mechanisms in early childhood eating behaviors.

Of relevance, Brown and Harris (2012) have put forward a model of perceptually driven eating behavior in infancy through to mid-childhood. In this model (see Fig. 15.2), Brown and Harris argue that neophobic eating is driven by disgust. In early childhood, similar to others (e.g., Cashdan, 1998; Cooke et al., 2003; Dovey et al., 2008; Heath et al., 2011), they suggest it is the perceptual attributes of food stimuli that drive food neophobic responses. They propose that the onset of disgust is simultaneous with food neophobia, but whereas perceptually driven rejection of food peaks at 2 years of age, rejection of foods based on cognitive understanding of disgust is only just emerging at this age. In terms of cognition, at this age, they
posit that the primary basis and/or development of food rejection/disgust is “fear of contamination”. What then follows is a transition of food neophobia from the rejection of foods based on perceptual attributes to the rejection of foods based on full cognitive understanding of disgust/contagion. The latter occurring by around 7 years of age. Importantly, they suggest that one factor underlying a continuation of food neophobia into mid/later childhood is increased anxiety/fear towards food during the onset of normal developmental neophobia (at age 2/3). This then leads to an increased focus on the perceptual features of the food perpetuating the neophobia and/or picky/fussing eating. Somewhat consistent with this is research demonstrating that food neophobia is associated with physiological responses indicative of fear (Raudenbush and Capiola, 2012).

To sum, the main premise of the above literature is that food neophobia, similar to clinical disorders, and especially the anxieties, may not only reflect evolutionary survival mechanisms (and therefore be linked to specific genotypes), but that visual perceptual biases may be a key factor in food neophobia etiology as well as maintenance. If this is the case, and given that high food neophobia is a factor associated with continued disordered eating (including continued picky/fussy eating in later childhood; see Lafraire et al., 2016; Taylor, Wernimont et al., 2015), it is perhaps surprising that limited empirical research has been conducted in this area. That is, the role of perceptual attentional biases in food preferences has, until recently, received minimal investigation. However, if food preferences are related to familiarity and neophobia, and neophobia originates from perceptually driven processes, then it seems logical that perceptual attentional biases may be implicated in childhood food preferences.

Recently, Maratos and Staples (2015) have explored this hypothesis by investigating attentional biases toward familiar and unfamiliar foods in a child population ranging in picky/fussy eating and food neophobia. Using visual probe methodology, Maratos and Staples presented 8- to 11-year-old children with familiar and unfamiliar fruits and vegetables, where the children had to respond to a probe replacing...
either the familiar or unfamiliar food of a paired stimulus set. Results revealed that while all children demonstrated facilitated engagement of the novel/unfamiliar food stuffs (e.g., star fruit, bitter melon, and chow-chow), these biases were heightened in those children displaying high food neophobia. An additional finding of this research was that the more unwilling a child was to try the pictured food per se, the greater their bias to look toward the unfamiliar fruits and vegetables. Thus Maratos and Staples (2015) concluded that the same perceptual cognitive mechanisms suggested to underlie phobic and anxiety disorders (i.e., automated or facilitated visual attentional biases) may also underlie the development and/or maintenance of food neophobia in children. Additionally, they suggested that the less willing a child is to try a food, potentially the more “fearful” or “disgusting” they find it, which in turn leads to a natural heightened vigilance towards (or facilitated engagement of) such foods. This again accords with findings from the anxiety literature and the idea that food neophobia represents a fear response (Raudenbush and Capiola, 2012).

Of note while there appears to be no further studies directly investigating the relationship between visual attentional biases and food neophobia, in a number of fairly recent research studies the role of repeated visual exposure on consequent preference and/or eating behaviors has been studied. For example, Houston-Price and colleagues have explored whether repeated exposure to picture books containing familiar (e.g., strawberries and sweetcorn) and unfamiliar (e.g., radishes and lychees) foods influence toddlers subsequent preferences. The studies demonstrated that following 2-3 weeks of story reading, toddlers were more likely to display a visual viewing preference towards the food stimuli presented in the books (Houston-Price et al., 2009a), as well as approach (touch and/or taste) the unfamiliar foods (Houston-Price et al., 2009a). In a subsequent study, Heath et al. (2014) explored whether the effects of picture book exposure could reflect familiarity with the pictured foods and/or initial liking of the pictured food. Most strikingly, Heath et al. demonstrated that following the intervention, toddlers consumed more of the unfamiliar vegetable presented in the picture book than that of a matched control familiar vegetable; hence demonstrating that repeated visual exposure was key and not preference/familiarity predispositions.

Concerning older children, while minimal literature on food neophobia or picky/fussy eating and visual attentional biases has been published with this population, Folkvord et al. (2015) have demonstrated that visual food advertising increases subsequent food intake. In this research, 7- to 11-year-old children played an advergame that promoted energy-dense snacks (candy) or non-food pictures (toys). Following the game, those children exposed to the food cues ate more of the advertised snacks than those exposed to the toys, especially those who demonstrated facilitated attention (i.e., faster orienting) toward the food cues as well as delayed disengagement (i.e., increased gaze duration) from the food cues. Additionally, using eye-tracking methodology, Schmidt et al. (2016) have demonstrated that adolescents with binge-eating disorder show both facilitated attention of, and delayed disengagement from, food cues as compared to sex, age, body mass index (BMI), and socioeconomic status—matched controls. Finally, Werthmann et al. (2015) provide preliminary evidence that attentional bias toward food as compared to non-food stimuli in older children (average age 12 years), predicts weight gain in obese children post 6 months. Thus
the research of Folkvord et al., 2015; Schmidt et al. 2016, and Werthmann et al. 2015, in addition to that of Maratos and Staples (2015), again evidences the role of visual attention when considering eating and/or disordered eating behaviors in childhood. Crucially, such studies highlight how individual differences in visual attentional biases can play a key role in the (disordered) eating behaviors observed.

Taken as a whole, it is evident that one factor influencing disordered eating in childhood is visual attention. While empirical evidence is still somewhat lacking, it is clear that processes of visual attention associated with anxiety vulnerability may also be related to disordered eating and food neophobia in children. Certainly, the above research highlights that processes of facilitated engagement and/or prolonged disengagement are related to eating preferences and behaviors in childhood, and that repeated visual exposure to food stimuli can subsequently influence eating preferences. Given this, it may be the case that an emerging therapy proving successful in the treatment of anxiety disorders may also prove useful in the treatment of eating disorders. This specific treatment involves the retraining of visual attentional biases. Its application to eating disorders is reviewed in the penultimate section of this chapter (Section 15.5), before a number of concluding remarks are offered.

15.5 Disordered eating and food neophobia—applying an anxiety disorder approach

Despite anxiety disorders displaying complex etiologies (Hudson and Rapee, 2004; Newman et al., 2013), given visual attentional biases influence potential vulnerability to, and the maintenance of, such disorders, one emerging method of treating anxiety disorders proving particularly useful is attentional bias modification (ABM). ABM is based on research and theory, such as that presented above, highlighting that cognitive biases (and especially visual information processing biases), play a central role in the etiology and maintenance of anxiety disorders (see Mogg and Bradley, 2016, and Macleod and Clarke, 2015, for reviews). It involves adapting the most frequently applied experimental paradigms utilized in identifying information processing biases (and most often visual probe tasks), to train anxious individuals to attend to neutral, as opposed to threatening, stimuli. Hence in such (visual probe) training, a target would more frequently replace a neutral stimulus (e.g., neutral face) as compared to a threatening stimulus (e.g., angry face), given changing the orientation of attention should work to reduce processes associated with anxiety symptomology. That is, training should attenuate heightened processing of specific (threat-related) stimuli. A simplified schematic of ABM protocols put forward by Bar-Haim (2010) is depicted in Fig. 15.3.

Thus far, ABM has been shown to effectively diminish both threat-related attentional biases and anxiety symptoms in adults with high trait anxiety, generalized anxiety disorder, and social phobia (e.g., Hakamata et al., 2010; Hallion and Ruscio, 2011; Bar-Haim, 2010; Beard et al., 2012; MacLeod and Mathews, 2012). Indeed, in the meta-analyses of Hakamata et al. (2010), of 12 controlled trials investigating the efficacy of ABM for anxiety, ABM was shown to produce
significantly greater reductions in anxiety as compared to control training, with a medium effect size observed (but cf. Mogoase et al., 2014). Additionally, as compared to traditional procedures such as Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT), ABM requires relatively fewer resources (Cowart and Ollendick, 2010). To expand, ABM requires less practitioner investment and less time than more traditional procedures. For example, there are multiple dissemination possibilities for ABM, as training can be administered via a computer or smartphone without the need for trained therapists (e.g., Dennis and O’Toole, 2014; Enock et al., 2014; MacLeod et al., 2007). Moreover, ABM for anxiety has been found to be effective after only a limited number of training sessions (e.g., Amir et al., 2009), with further research demonstrating long-lasting improvements. For example, Schmidt et al. (2009) observed reductions in bias towards threat-related information in anxious individuals enduring for up to 4 months post-training and Britton et al. (2015) have observed neural changes in the amygdala (a brain region implicated in threat processing) following a 4-week ABM training protocol.

Of note, while it is recognized that disordered eating in both children and adults may reflect a number of ubiquitous factors (see Lafraire et al., 2016 for a model of disordered eating in children), anxiety and disordered eating do share similar characteristics. We have highlighted above the potential role of information processing, and specifically visual attentional biases, in influencing vulnerability to, and the maintenance of, disordered eating. Considering this, and the similarities between

Figure 15.3 Schematic of attention bias modification (ABM) study design to evaluate treatment efficacy (Bar-Haim, 2010).
disordered eating and anxiety, it may be that ABM can be applied as a successful treatment or treatment adjunct for eating disorders. Certainly, as our review consistently evidences, adults high in eating-related psychopathology display significant attentional biases towards emotionally or potentially aversive food/body-related stimuli. Moreover, despite current evidence being somewhat scant, the same also appears to be true of children displaying vulnerability to disordered eating, i.e., such children demonstrate differential attentional biases toward food stimuli as compared to non-disordered controls. Thus identifying methods of modifying these biases, through the use of ABM, for example, could lead to targeted interventions for adult and childhood eating disorders (see Renwick and colleagues, 2013a).

In accord with this, Renwick et al. (2013b) have described how current eating disorder treatments such as CBT often encourage patients to direct their attention away from threatening or salient (emotional) cues. However, this relies on an ability to effectively exercise effortful control and divert attention away from potentially negative or anxiety-provoking stimuli—something previous research suggests is impaired in individuals with eating disorders (e.g., Cardi, et al., 2012; Harrison et al., 2010; Murphy et al., 2002). In contrast, as ABM targets processes that lie outside the realms of higher cognitive control, it potentially provides an opportunity to implicitly reprogram or “train” early attentional orienting in both adults and children alike. This is especially important when one considers young children lack sophisticated cognitive processing skills, with the development of such being age-dependent. Related to this, as evidence demonstrates that the emotional significance (or otherwise) of an event is encoded at the very early stages of perception (e.g., Compton, 2003; Maratos et al., 2009; 2012), ABM can potentially target these non-conscious neural orienting/appraisal stages (see also Britton et al., 2015, as cited above). Indeed if changing the orientation of attention can work to reduce eating disorder symptoms, then attention training may offer a much needed adjunct to eating disorder treatments by targeting early cognitions and stages of information processing relevant to the eating-related psychopathology.

To date, within the realm of eating behavior research, investigating the efficacy of ABM as a targeted intervention to address disordered eating is limited. However, emerging research is demonstrating that retraining attentional biases in those who are obese or overweight is beneficial. For example, Boutelle et al. (2016) used an ABM intervention to train attention away from food cues in overweight adults displaying binge-eating habits using a visual probe task. The ABM intervention was for 8 weeks and the follow-up at 3 months. Results revealed that the ABM was effective in decreasing weight, disordered eating symptoms, and binge eating. However, a limitation of the study was the lack of any form of control. Similar research by Kemps et al. (2016) has employed a control and was successful in evidencing reduced bias toward food stimuli in overweight and obese women. This stated, in the study by Kemps et al. longer-term evaluation of the impact of these retrained biases on eating behavior was lacking; although, such training has been shown to be successful in reducing consumption of chocolate in the general population (Schumacher et al., 2016; see also Turton et al., 2016). Perhaps of most relevance, however, is very recent research by Bazzaz et al. (2017). In this study 49
obese and overweight dieters were assigned to: a 4-week ABM intervention to retrain attention to low calorie foods, a 4-week sham intervention, or a no intervention control group. Importantly, at 3-month follow-up only the ABM intervention group showed significant reductions in food-related attentional biases and BMI. Thus, Bazzaz et al. (2017) concluded that ABM is a promising methodology for retraining eating behaviors, with ABM promoting dieting success in dieting populations (see also Kakoschke et al., 2017, for a recent review of ABM on consumption behaviors more generally).

To sum the above studies, albeit minimal in number, demonstrate that in adult populations ABM may be a useful intervention in retraining attentional biases either away from food or towards healthier foods. This subsequently has very real implications for the eating behaviors observed. Of note, while the effectiveness of ABM in clinical groups remains to be seen, research in such populations is now underway. For example, Brockmeyer et al. (2016) have registered a randomized controlled trial of ABM for evaluation with bulimia nervosa and binge-eating disorder individuals directed at retraining attention away from food cues. Results are eagerly awaited.

With regard to studies of eating behaviors and the retraining of attention in children/adolescents, currently very few studies exist exploring the effectiveness of such strategies. However, as discussed in Section 15.4, training attention towards novel fruits and vegetables in toddlers through the use of picture books (e.g., Houston-Price et al., 2009a; 2009b) does seem to increase acceptance of such foods when subsequently presented to the child. Hence, ABM style interventions may be a useful method for the reduction of food neophobia in children. Indeed, as neophobia is argued to be a predominant of the visual domain, early training of visual processing biases towards novel or unfamiliar foods in a fun gaming format may reduce the potential salience, or threat value, of such novel foods as well as hypervigilance to such stimuli in later childhood. In accord with this, increased variety of, and frequency of vegetables offered, in early childhood can promote subsequent and later consumption—even into adulthood (see Dazeley and Houston-Price, 2015, and Ahern et al., 2013, respectively). Additionally, as neophobia is often seen in picky/fussy eating, attentional training may be a useful intervention to trial in both these childhood disordered eating behaviors. That is, training attention to a variety of different types of food stuff (rather than ABM per se) may be one route to increasing dietary variety in the neophobic or fussy eating child. While research investigating this theory is still to be pursued, ABM has been used to modify overeating in obese children (Boutelle et al., 2014). Described as a pilot study, Boutelle et al. (2014) assigned obese children of age 8–12 years to either a one-session ABM to train attention away from food-related words (n = 15) or a one-session control condition in which attention was trained equally to neutral and/or food-related words (n = 14). In a subsequent free eating session controlling for satiety, children assigned to the control condition demonstrated increased calorific intake, as compared to those in the ABM condition, as a proportion of calorific intake at baseline. Thus, the research of Boutelle et al. (2014) appears to demonstrate that
ABM can be successfully used in child cohorts to alter eating behaviors, albeit the focus was on short-term eating behaviors.

Finally, yet importantly, ABM to reduce bias towards emotional words or images in eating-related psychopathology may further be an important area for future investigation. To expand, and as overviewed in Section 15.3, attentional biases towards emotional words and images have previously been implicated in the maintenance of eating-related psychopathology in adults by creating emotional instability. Indeed, individuals with eating disorders are shown to encounter a number of difficulties processing emotional events and experiences, particularly those which are perceived as negative or threatening (e.g., Harrison et al., 2010; Svaldi et al., 2012). This consequently can lead to eating disorder patients using eating disordered behavior as a means of coping or dealing with aversive emotion. For example, dietary restraint has been associated with the avoidance of negative or threatening emotional information, whereas binge/purge behaviors have been associated with the reduction of negative affect once a threatening emotional experience has occurred (Luck et al., 2005). Thus, the effects of ABM for retraining emotional biases may be an important avenue for further exploration when considering interventions for disordered eating, as disordered eating not only reflects maladaptive attentional biases to food cues but also those of emotional significance (e.g., angry faces, specific body parts). Of relevance here is a recent study by Cardi et al. (2015). Cardi et al. (2015) reasoned that if social difficulties in anorexia nervosa are underpinned by negative processing biases of social stimuli, then retraining attention toward positive social stimuli might alleviate such difficulties. Thus they recruited 28 individuals with anorexia nervosa to complete a five-session ABM training protocol involving the retraining of attention towards positive stimuli using visual probe as well as an ambiguous scenario training task. The latter involved training patients to interpret ambiguous stimuli as benign rather than threatening. Results revealed that for both tasks the training was successful in changing attentional/cognitive biases. Moreover, after the training interventions, lower levels of anxiety and higher levels of self-compassion were reported. However, if such biases and associated emotion regulation processes impact upon actual eating behaviors is a research area yet to be pursued.

To sum, in this penultimate section, we have demonstrated how the emerging treatment ABM, shown to be effective for anxiety disorders, may also be effective for disordered eating, or, at the very least, a treatment adjunct that should be trialed. While further research is needed with respect to the efficacy of ABM for disordered eating across both adult and child populations, a benefit of ABM is that it can be tailored to target specific biases, cognitions, and behaviors associated with different eating disorders or their subtypes. For example, in childhood neophobia, training attention towards unfamiliar fruits and vegetables in a fun way may prove useful, whereas in disordered eating reflecting a tendency towards obesity (or bulimia), training attention away from food stimuli per se may be more useful. Alternatively, in disordered eating where social (processing) difficulties are frequently observed, using more traditional ABM paradigms to retrain attention away from social threat may be valid. Such suggestions highlight how ABM can be adapted, and thus how ABM can
potentially offer a much needed individualized approach to disordered eating treatment able to reflect the diversity of eating disorder-related psychopathology.

15.6 Concluding remarks

To conclude, in this chapter we have highlighted how processes of visual attention observed in those with vulnerability to anxiety disorder may be applicable to those with vulnerability to eating disorder. In evidencing this, we have reviewed research demonstrating that in both adults and children with vulnerability to eating disorders, processes of facilitated engagement, delayed disengagement, and/or avoidance of food stimuli are observed. Additionally, we have further highlighted how in adult populations such visual attentional processing biases extend to emotional stimuli and hence potentially contribute to the social difficulties such individuals’ experience, exacerbating the specific disorder. Last but not least, we have suggested that ABM and/or attentional training per se may be a valid, efficient, and effective method of treating disordered eating given: (1) its current successful utilization with anxiety disordered populations and (2) the ease with which the training can be adapted to the specific eating disorder or population in question. However, we put forward our last argument tentatively, as we also argue that more research is currently needed to establish if an anxiety disordered approach, with a specific focus on processes of visual attention, can be applied to disordered eating. Certainly, the empirical evidence for our arguments is still somewhat lacking concerning the role of visual attentional biases in childhood disordered eating, not only in relation to food stimuli per se but also in relation to emotional stimuli. For example, as far as we are aware no studies exist in children examining if social processing biases are related to eating preferences. Conversely, in the adult eating disorder literature, it would appear that more studies have examined social processing biases as opposed to food-related biases.

We would hope, therefore, that the theories and ideas we consider here, alongside the supporting evidence reviewed, inspires others to investigate if an anxiety-disordered approach is a useful framework from which to present disordered eating. Of importance, we of course do not posit that visual attentional biases are the only factor influencing disordered eating. Certainly, we recognize that all disorders potentially reflect multiple etiologies. Rather, we suggest that similar attentional processing mechanisms may underlie both vulnerability to anxiety and vulnerability to eating disorders. Considering this, we further suggest that recent attentional training paradigms found to be effective in treating anxiety disorders may consequently also be of use in treating disordered eating; or those with a vulnerability to disordered eating such as food neophobic and picky/fussy eating children. To determine this, however, we again opine that much more research is needed in this area.
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Abstract
A plethora of research now demonstrates that processes of visual attention towards certain stimuli (particularly threat) influences vulnerability to, and the maintenance of, anxiety disorders. Here parallels can be drawn with food neophobia and the eating disorder literature. As such, the application of knowledge from anxiety research may prove useful in increasing our understanding of food neophobia (and disordered eating more generally). In this chapter, we first present a review of the main components of attentional bias, before demonstrating that similar processes of visual attention (i.e. facilitated engagement, delayed disengagement and/or avoidance) are apparent within both adult and child (disordered) eating. These biases, as with anxiety disorders, could potentially exacerbate the specific eating condition. We also briefly review evidence concerning the effectiveness of attentional training in treating anxiety disorders, and suggest that such therapies may be applicable in the treatment of disordered eating/childhood food neophobia. Thus, we hope our work inspires further investigation of the usefulness of an anxiety-disordered approach when considering future research in this area.
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